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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel framework to deal with
data imbalance in class association rule mining. In each class association
rule, the right-hand is a target class while the left-hand may contain one
or more attributes. This framework is focused on the multiple imbal-
anced attributes on the left-hand. In the proposed framework, the rules
with and without imbalanced attributes are processed in parallel. The
rules without imbalanced attributes are mined through standard algo-
rithm while the rules with imbalanced attributes are mined based on new
defined measurements. Through simple transformation, these measure-
ments can be in a uniform space so that only a few parameters need to
be specified by user. In the case study, the proposed algorithm is applied
into social security field. Although some attributes are severely imbal-
anced, the rules with minority of the imbalanced attributes have been
mined efficiently.

1 Introduction

Data imbalance is often encountered in data mining especially classification and
association rule mining. As integration of classification and association rule,
class association rule [3] always suffers from data imbalance problem. In class
association rule, the right-hand side is a predefined target class while the left-
hand side can be single or multiple attributes. Data imbalance on either side of
the class association rule can cause severe problem.

Recently, there are some researchers working on the data imbalance in class
association rule mining. In 2003, Gu et al. [2] proposed an algorithm to deal
with imbalanced class distribution in association rule mining. They defined a set
of criteria to measure the interestingness of the association rules. Arunasalam
and Chawla [1] studied the data imbalance in association rule mining. These
algorithms are focused on the data imbalance of target class to improve the
performance of so-called associative classifier [3].

In 1999, Liu et al. proposed MSApriori algorithm [4] to deal with rare item
problem. Rare item problem is essentially the data imbalance problem on trans-
actional dataset. In MSApriori, the authors defined Minimum Item Support
(MIS) to apply multiple minimum supports in the algorithm. However, MIS has
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to be assigned to every item by user. Moreover, the discovered rules vary depend-
ing on the MIS values. Yun et al. [5] proposed an algorithm to mine association
rule on significant rare data. In their algorithm, a number of supports also have
to be specified by user. The performance of the algorithm heavily depends on
the specified supports.

In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm to mine class association rules
on the dataset with multiple imbalanced attributes. The rules with and without
imbalanced attributes are processed in parallel. With new defined interestingness
measurements and simple transformation, the rules can be post-processed in a
uniform space. In the case study, this algorithm is applied into social security
area. Many more rules with minorities of the imbalanced attributes have been
mined, which is very interesting to the business line.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces class association rule.
Section 3 proposes the outline and the new measurements of proposed algorithm.
Section 4 presents a case study. Section 5 is the conclusion. The last section is
the acknowledgement.

2 Class Association Rules

Let T be a set of tuples. Each tuple follows the schema (A1, A2, . . . , AN , AC),
in which (A1, A2, . . . , AN ) are N attributes while AC is a special attribute,
the target class. The attributes may be either categorical or continuous ones.
For continuous attributes, the value range is discretized into intervals. For the
convenience of description, we call an attribute-value pair an item. Suppose
itemset U ⊆ A, A is the itemset of any items with attributes (A1, A2, . . . , AN ),
c is 1-itemset of class attribute, a class association rule can be represented as

U ⇒ c

Here, U may contain a single item or multiple items.
In this paper, we represent the class association rules as

X + I ⇒ c

where, X ⊆ A is the itemset of balanced attributes while I ⊆ A is the itemset
of imbalanced attributes.

3 Mining Rules with Imbalanced Attributes

Outline of the Algorithm. In our algorithm, association rule mining is done
through two parallel parts. In one part, no imbalanced attributes are involved,
and standard Apriori algorithm is used to mine interesting rules. In the other
part, the imbalanced attributes are mined on sub-datasets to achieve high effi-
ciency. The following is the detailed procedure of the proposed framework.
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1. Standard association rule mining on the balanced attributes. In the original
dataset, the imbalanced attributes are excluded and all of the tuples are kept
for association rule mining.

2. Filter the original dataset to obtain the tuples containing minority part of
one imbalanced attribute. In this step, only a small portion of the dataset is
kept.

3. Mine the association rules on the filtered dataset using predefined mini-
mum confidence and minimum conditional support. For every imbalanced
attribute, repeat Step 2 and Step 3.

4. Transform the measurements into a uniform space and put all of the mined
rules together. The final class association rule list is selected based on a set
of criteria.

Conditional Support. In order to mine the rules including imbalanced at-
tributes, we extend the definition of support since the minority of an imbalanced
attribute normally occurs in a small portion of the tuples. In this paper, condi-
tional support is defined to measure the interestingness of the rules with imbal-
anced attributes. If a class association rule is X +Im ⇒ c and Im is the minority
part of one imbalanced attribute m, the conditional support of this rule is,

Suppc =
P (X ∪ Im ∪ c)

P (Im)

where P () stands for the probability of the itemsets occurring, X is an itemset
of balanced attributes, and Im is a 1-itemset of imbalanced attribute m, c is a
class ID. Note that X , Im and c are all itemsets rather than tuple sets so that
X ∪ Im ∪ c means X , Im and c occur simultaniously.

Confidence and Lift. Suppose the original dataset is represented as T . The
subset Tm consists of the tuples containing the minority of imbalanced attribute
m. If an association rule is X + Im ⇒ c, it is not difficult to prove that the
confidence on original dataset T and subset Tm are same. The confidience of
this rule is

Conf = Conf ′ =
P (X ∪ Im ∪ c)

P (X ∪ Im)
(1)

However, on T and Tm, the expected confidences are different, which are

ConfE = P (c) (2)

Conf ′
E = P ′(c) =

P (Im ∪ c)
P (Im)

(3)

Hence the lifts obtained on T and Tm are different. In order to use uniform
criteria to select the rules, the lift on Tm has to be transformed. On the original
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dataset T , the expected confidence with respect to c is known, which is P (c). On
Tm, the confidence can also be obtained. So we may transform the lift obtained
from subset Tm.

Lnew =
Conf ′

ConfE
=

Conf ′

P (c)
(4)

So far the confidence, lift and the conditional support of all the rules are on
the same base. We can use a uniform criteria to select the final rules. In this
paper, minimum confidence, minimum lift and minimum conditional support are
used to select the final class rule list.

4 Case Study

Our proposed algorithm has been tested with real-world data in Centrelink,
Australia, which is an Australian government agency delivering a range of Com-
monwealth services to Australian community.

4.1 Problem Statement and Datasets

When a customer has received public monies to which he or she was not entitled,
those funds may become a debt to be recovered. The purpose of data mining
in debt recovery is to profile the customers according to the speed at which
they pay off such debts. From a technical point of view, the objective is to
mine the association rule with respect to the demographic attributes and debt
information of a customer, the arrangement, and the target classes. Note that
an arrangement is an agreement between a customer and Centrelink officer on
the method, amount and frequency of repayments.

There are three kinds of datasets used for the association rule mining task:
customer demographic data, debt data and repayment data. The class IDs, which
are defined by business experts, are included in the repayment dataset. In the
involved three datasets, there are three attributes having imbalanced distribu-
tions. For privacy reason, the three imbalanced attributes are denoted as “A”,
“B” and “C” respectively. The majorities of these attributes are all more than
90%.

4.2 Experimental Results

In the experiments, all the customers are grouped based on the arrangement
patterns. Thus each arrangement is associated with a group of customers. Since
conditional support rather than conventional support is used to generate the fre-
quent itemset, the association rules including minorities of imbalanced attributes
are mined without exhaustive searching. In Table 1, “A:1”, “A:2”, “B:1”, “B:2”
and “C:1” are all minorities of imbalanced attributes.
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Table 1. Selected Rules with Imbalanced Attributes

Arrangement Demographic Pattern Class ConfE(%) Conf(%) Suppc(%) Lnew Count
W W Weekly:[$200, $400) & Class 1 39.0 48.6 6.7 1.2 52

A:1 & GENDER:F
C A MARITAL:SEP & A:1 Class 2 25.6 63.3 6.4 2.5 50
CI A Weekly:[$400, $600) & Class 3 35.4 64.9 6.4 1.8 50

A:2
WV W Children:0 & A:2 & Class 2 39.0 49.8 16.3 1.3 127

MARITAL:SEP
V V Weekly:0 & B:1 Class 1 25.6 46.9 7.8 1.8 61

MARITAL:MAR &
WV WV B:2 & GENDER:F Class 3 25.6 49.7 11.4 1.9 89
WI CW Weekly:[$200, $400) & Class 3 39.0 45.7 18.8 1.2 147

C:1 & GENDER:F

5 Conclusions

This paper proposes an efficient algorithm to mine class association rules on the
dataset with multiple imbalanced attributes. Unlike previous algorithms dealing
with class imbalance, our algorithm processes the data imbalance on multiple at-
tributes. Also different from the algorithms dealing with rare item problem, our
algorithm employs a uniform selection criteria to discover the final combined as-
sociation rule, which makes the algorithm more robust. The experimental results
show the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm.
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